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SOCIAL-SCIENTIFIC research shows that
congregations that encourage infant and child
attendance at worship tend to hold loyalties better

than those that exclude the youngest. ! knew that. But
as one who sits up front, where worship occurs, I had
forgotten what it is like "back in the trenches," under the
gallery, where parents struggle to shush the young.

An Easter morning crowd and a desire to sit near a
grandchild put me in the nethers for the first time in a
generation. I am happy to report on continuities in
church history. I think that 11 out of ten of the children,
with parental encouragement, came bearing plastic bags
of Cheerios, which cereal they munched through Easter
Gospel, anthems, greetings, sacrament and all.

Later--worship was too lively to permit pondering of
distractions during the hour--I reflected on the
significance. Why Cheerios? Have they a theological
import? Of course, alternatives can be ruled out on
practical grounds alone. Candy, Christian parents
know, causes teeth to fall out. You can have a feeling of
rectitude about cereals, which are presumed to have
some positive nutritional effects, overadvertised though
these may be. Once you are in the cereal zone, options
are limited. Most cereals are in the form of flakes, and
flakes are, well, flaky. They crunch underfoot, while
Cheerios roll away to be crunched under someone else’s
foot. The custodian on Monday morning cannot trace
their origin to particular parents he or she may have
spotted at worship the day before.

Why Cheerios? They have a head start. The 40-year-
old creation, on which General Mills spends $10 million
a year in advertising, is the best seller. Naturally this

product would show up most. Second, Cheerios are
traditional. Christian people live off habit. My
generation was born B.C. (Before Cheerios), but fed
them to our young to pacify them.

Are there meanings to Cheerios? One can see halos in
their form, though our secular offspring, two
generations removed, know doughnuts better than
halos. Theology of play? Yes, you can make piles of
them, and children do; you can string them up like
jewels, and parents do. The circle is a sign of: perfection,
and that fits in church.

Even the darker side of theology is signified. I
remember vaguely a line of poet Chad Walsh that says,
"Our days are sodden Cheerios strung together." Watch
a kid spit up a soaked and bloated goo of the cereal, and
you can see corruption and decay in the finest of human
creations.

Are there theological nuances in the choice of which
variety of Cheerio? Yes, the in-a-rut mainline parents
use regular Cheerios, while evangelicals, who like things
a bit more sugar-coated, favor Honey Nut Cheerios.
These are substantive, since they have defatted wheat
germ; they are sweet, with honey.

We of the B.C. crowd have our nervousness, too,
about the Cheerio generations. We were swatted into
silence on sacred soil. They are cajoled, bribed,
entertained, munched and honeyed into the Kingdom.
So it goes. But many a cleric would prefer to outshout
the crunch of cereal than the cry of babes--and to watch
them grow up as loyalists.

Amen, and Cheerio!
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